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Abstract 
The magnetic bearings described here has been developed for 
high speed rotating machinery. The manufactured experimental 
model Is 4-axls-active type with simple structure. Since the 
model is so called outer-rotor type, resonance frequency of the 
rotor could set higher than rotating frequency, and only first 
resonance frequency of the stator shaft is in the rotating 
region. In this paper, we describe the analysis and 
experimental results to obtain stable high speed rotation. 
Firstly, stability of the gyroscopic motion of rigid mode is 
examined at low speed rotation. Subsequently. influence of 
flexibility of the stator shaft on stability is discussed. 
Then we indicate that nonlinearity of the power amplifier 
plays an important role in stabilIty of the system. Finally, a 
suppression method usIng notch-fillers and lnler-axis cross 
coupling feedback at relatIvely high speed rotation Is 
discussed. 

1.Tntroduetion 

The 4-axis-active control magnetic bearings is composed of two 

radially-controlled magnetic bearings which utilized permanent 

magnets. As the results, the rotor is passively stabilized by 

the restoring foree of the magnets in the thrust axis 

direetlon. Since no aetive thrust bearing is used, this model 

has a simple structure and easy to assemble compared to five

axis control type. The permanent magnets enable virtually zero 

power(VZP) method, which can levitate rotors with zero DC power 

and also can compensate the sensor drift. 

Thus, the model has several advantages, so we have been 

researching the model in order to realize the practical use. 

The most dIfficult problem is control in high-speed rotating 

region. In this paper, we describe analysis and experimental 

results which are performed to investigate and to suppress the 

whirling motions of the model. Mainly. we dcal with the 
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gyroscopic and flexible stator shaft problems which must be 

resolved to obtain stable high speed rotation. 

2. 4-Axis Active Control Magnetic Bearings 

2.1 Structure and StatIc CharacterIstics of the Model 

The model. shown in Fig.l. is composed of two radially-active 

type magnetic bearings which are located on both ends of the 

high speed motor. ThIs model is so called outer rotor type and 

has an oblong shape (moment of 

inertia ratIo 0.504) . Axial 

stl rrness of" the bearings keeps the 

rotor 0.3mm drop from geometrically 

symmetric point due to the gravity 

force when the rotating axis is 

vertical. These static characteris-

tics of the model are 

table.l. 

shown in 

Table.l Static characteristIcs 

Rotor Mass 
Rotor Inertia 

Spin Axis 

Radial Axis 

Ratio 
Axial Stiffness 
Radial Unbalance 

M = 5.1 [ kg ] 

I p = 15.9X 10- 3 

Id= 3!.5XlO- 3 

r = I p/ I d = 
Kz= 2.46XI05 

Stiffness Ku= 12.7XI05 

[ kg •• 2 

[ kg •• 2 

0.504 
[ N/. ] 

[ N/II ] 

2.2 Block diagram of the system 
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fig.1 Structure of 
the model. 

The motion of the rIgId rotor which rotate at w is separated 

into translational and rotational motion. A block diagram of 

the system including gyroscopic motion is shown in Fig.2, where. 

11 and 12 are the distance from the top and the bottom sensors 

and Ll and L2 are the ones from the top and bottom actuators, 

to the center of the gravity, respectively. gxl' gx2' gyl and 

gy2 arc distances of the rotor from neutral position of the 

gap for each axis. respectively. Fcx!' Fcx2 ' FCY ! and FCy2 are 

the control force of actuators for each axis, respectively. 

II(s) represents a transfer function of each control circuit. 



2.:1 Control circuit 

The independent control method, 

which does not separate the motion 

into translational and rotational 

one, was adopted for simplicity 

in structure. Every axis has the 

same compensator. which consists 

of a Lead-lag element and a first 

order lag power amplifier posi

tively fedback by an integrator 

for VZI'. 

3. Rigid mode 

3.1 Stability of conical motion 

Though the system has unstable 

poLes caused by control force of 

the permanent magnets and VZP. 

adjustment of loop gain of every 

axis stabilize these roots which 

start from the unstable poles. 
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Fig.2 Block diagram 
of the system. 

When rotation of the rotor is taken into consideration, the 

roots move due to the gyroscopic effect. Root-loci of the 

conIcal motion for varIations of rotational speed are shown in 

Fig.3. The characteristic roots of precessioll mode(long period 

mode) move into the unstable region at approx. 20,000 rpm. 

This instability is caused by the phase lag at low frequency of 

the control cIrcuIt on account of VZP. 
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Fig.3 Root-loci of the cOllical motion (influence of VZP1. 
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3.2 ModificatIon of control circuit 

In rigid mode with restoring 

force, there are control 

conical or whirling motions 

two 

1. e. 

prccession(long period, backward) 

and nutation(short period, forward) 

motion [1], which should be sup

pressed by adequate control cir

cuits. If we can get rate informa

tion of the rotor, the control 

circuIt becomes raLher simple, but 

we have no rate sensor in the model, 

Instead of the rate signals, we can 

usc inLer-axis cross coupling feed-

back(cross-feedback) 

that, provided that 

method for 

rotational 

direcLIons of the coning motIon are 

known. fortunately, as each mode 

has different frequency at high 

rotation speed, we can separate 

1+T.s 
Hl(s) ::: 1+ T 2S 

KcTis 

Fig.4 Control circuit 
including cross-feedback. 

each mode by simple fIlters. A 10w-pass-filter(Ll'F) Is used 

for precession control(P-clrcuit) and a high-pass-filter(HPF) 

is used for nutation control(N-circult). The separated sIgnals 

can be mixed in opposiLe sign and cross-fedback. A control 

circuit Including the cross-feedback is shown in Fig.4. As 

analytical results show unstable precession at high rotation 

speed, l'-ci rcul t is applied to suppress it. The root-loci of 
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Fig.5 Root-loci of the conical motion (effect of P-circuit). 
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conical motion in case of cross-feedback of P-circuit are 

shown in Fig.5, where the precession mode is clearly improved. 

4. Experiments 

In experiments without P-circuit, amplitude increase of 

the precession at about 10,000 rpm was observed. By insertion 

of the cross-feedback of P-cireuit, problem of the precession 

Is cleared. However, when the rotation frequency approaches to 

a resonance frequency of the stator shaft(about 530 Hz), the 

system became unstable. 

5. Flexible mode 

As the model is an outer-rotor 

type, resonance frequency of 

the rotor could be set 

at rather high value. But the 

first bending mode frequency 

of the stator shaft is in the 

rotatIonal region. 

5.1 Structural model 

Xg 

L ...----'--~----. 
ROTOR M 

-Ku : Unba lance 
Sli ffness 

H: Controller 

Fig.6 Structural model. 

As the stator shaft has a cantilever shape, the top part swings 

large, whereas the bottom little. Therefore, we adopt a 

structural model shown in Fig.S, where the flexibility is 

considered only at the upper side magnetic bearings. In block 

diagram of Fig.2, the flexibility is shown by dotted line. 

5.2 Analysis of 

characteristic roots 

The root-loci of the system 

Is shown In Flg.7, where 

the feedback gain Kg of all 

compensator is varied at a 

tIme. Since the dampIng 

ratio of the flexIble mode 

characteristIc roots at 

operating pointe 6 mark jn 

Fig.7) Is not so small, we 

don't think the flexible 

mode alone Is a cause of 
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Fig.7 Root-loci of the system 
with flexible stator shaft. 
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the instability. 

5.3 Nonlinear characteristics of the power amplifier 

Transfer functions of power amplIfIers have been expressed by 

linear lag elements so far. However, the results of detailed 

experiments about the system clar Hied the nonlinear 

characteristics of the power amplifier. The cIrcuit of the 

power amplifier used in the system is shown in Fig. 8. 

It has such nonlinearity as its phase characteristic Is getting 

worse in the case where high frequency with large amplitude 

signals arc applIed. Fig.9 

+30V 
+12V 

shows the experimental results 

of frequency response of the 

power amplIfier for variations 

of Input amplitudes. As is IN f:i ~ I 2SA512 

~J~ COIL 

clear from the Fig.9, the 

larger the amp1 itude of input 

signals become, the worse the 

phase characteristIcs of the 

power amplIfier become. 
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Fig.9 Frequency response of the 
power amplifier (experiments). 
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Fig.8 Circuit diagram of 
the power amplifier. 
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Fig.IO Variation of 
root-loci to TC. 

Re 

In the case, where the frequency characteristics of the power 

amplIfiers are approximated to a first order lag element, the 

variatIons of root-loci to three step changes of time 

constant(TC) of the element arc shown in Fig.IO. When TC is 

small(CD), the flexible mode has wide stable region. But when 

TC becomes large(@), the roots of flexible mode move quickly 

to unstable region. 
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5.4 StabIlization of stator shaft vIbratIon 

1be system Is stable unless the resonance signals of the shaft 

are applIed to the power amplifiers. The band-elimination

filters(IIErs or notch filters) are adopted as a compensator. 

According to the mode shape of the stator shaft, the BEFs arc 

inserted in the detection 

cIrcuits of upper bearings 

only. Fig. 11 shows the 

root-locI of the system 

when the flexible mode is 

compensated by BEFs. The 

power amplifiers keep small 

time constants because of 

the BITs, and the poles of 

flexible 

dipoles. 

mode construct 

The new roots, 

starting from the poles of 

the DEl's, have rather good 

damping ratio. 
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Fig.ll Root-locI of the system 
with BEl". 

5.5 Influence of the BErs on the conical motIon 

The root-loci of the conIcal motion of the system including P

circuit with and wIthout BErs for variations of rotatIon speed 

arc shown in rig.12. Influence of BEl's on precession mode is 

only little but the one on the damping ratio of the nutation 

mode Is rather large. 
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Flg.12 Root-loci of the conical motion (influence of BEF). 
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5.6 Suppression of the nutation mode 

In additIon to the P-eireuit, N-eircuit is applied to 

compensate the characteristic root of the nutation mode, and 

the second order JIPF were adopted to the N-circuit. Fig.13 is 

sImulation results of upper side whirling motion, and we can 

see good convergence of the nutation mode but small flexible 

mode remains. The flexible mode is decaying by its own damping. 
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~ig.13 Transient response of relative motion of rotor and 
flexible stator shaft. 

6. Conclusions 

The results of this research are summarized as follows. 

(1). In rigId mode, virtually zero power method cause unstable 

precession mode, which could be stabilized by cross-feedback of 

low-pass-filtered signals (P-circuit). 

(2). The system falls into unstable due to interaction between 

flexible mode of the stator shaft and nonlinearity of the power 

amplifiers. 

(3). Though notch filter(BEF) can eliminate nonlinearity of the 

power amplifiers, but may give bad influence on nutatIon mode. 

(4). Cross-feedback of high-pass-filtered signals(N-circuit) 

can increase damping of nutation mode. Small flexible mode 

remains, but decays by its own damping. 
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